Coarse-grained, molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations have been conducted to study the effect of shear flow on polymer nanocomposite systems. In particular, the interactions between different components have been tuned such that the nanoparticle-nanoparticle attraction is stronger than nanoparticle-polymer interaction, and therefore, the final equilibrium state for such systems is one with clustered nanoparticles. In the current study, we focus on how shear flow affects the kinetics of particle aggregation at the very initial stages in systems with polymers of different chain lengths. The particle volume fraction and size are kept fixed at 0.1 and 1.7 MD units, respectively. Through this work, shear has been shown to significantly slow down nanoparticle aggregation, an effect that was found to be a strong function of both polymer chain length and shear rate. To understand our findings, a systematic study on effect of shear on particle diffusion and an analysis of relative time scales of different mechanisms causing particle aggregation have been conducted. The aggregation rate obtained from the time scale analysis is in good agreement with that determined from the aggregation time derived from the pair correlation function monitored during simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polymer nanocomposites offer a new spectrum of materials that combine novel functionalities such as optical, electrical, and magnetic, while maintaining the manufacturing and processing flexibility inherent to plastics.
1 Often significant effort must be made to avoid the aggregation of nanoparticles ͑NPs͒ and thereby ensure a homogeneous dispersion of NPs in a polymeric material. Typically, one would modify the surface of NPs to enhance the interaction between polymer and filler, and reduce particle-particle attraction. Advanced synthetic strategies have been developed to fine tune the chemical nature of the surface ligands and control NP aggregation. 2, 3 The modified chemical surface, along with other secondary parameters such as ratio of NP size to radius of gyration of polymer matrix chain, aspect ratio and volume fraction of NPs, will then define the effective interparticle interactions and their state of dispersion in the polymer matrix. However, one needs to be careful before surface modifying NPs used to augment properties such as catalytic, magnetic, or electrical. NP surface modification can often lead to loss of material properties. For example, it is well known that chemical functionalization disrupts the extended conjugation of carbon nanotubes and reduces the electrical conductivity of isolated nanotubes. 4 A second example of such NPs whose surface modification disrupts their functionalities is catalytic NPs, which for example, make the development of low cost, commercially viable fuel cells contingent upon prevention of catalyst NP aggregation and their dispersion throughout the triple point surfaces. Yet, the development of techniques for NP dispersion without sacrificing their inherent properties has remained a significant challenge.
Balazs and co-workers 5, 6 developed a strategy to disperse sheets of clay in a polymer matrix using self-consistent field theory and density functional theory. They added a small volume fraction of end-functionalized polymer chains to the polymer/clay composite such that the end group is attracted to the sheets of clay, while the remaining chain is identical to the bulk polymer chains. Mechanical stresses such as shear have been shown to cause the breakdown of NP agglomerates and subsequent individualization and dispersion of the particles. Anderson et al. 7 used molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations to show how shear can break up silicate tactoids in a polymer matrix by its sliding mechanism, similar to a shear-induced breakdown of carbon black superstructure observed during processing of filled rubbers. 8 However, no such breakdown has been observed for carbon nanotube aggregates due to strong intertube interaction. This has prevented the use of shear to obtain NP dispersions for other applications where particles with unmodified surfaces ͑and hence strong interparticle interactions͒ need to be used, such as catalysis. In such systems, if we can devise ways to manipulate aggregation time scale versus the time scale of material fabrication/processing ͑from the solution state͒, we can develop advanced materials with improved dispersion of NPs.
We recently obtained some exciting results on nanocomposite nanofibers, where we used weakly modified ͑making them isoprene selective͒ magnetite NPs with poly͑styrene-b-isoprene͒ ͑PS-b-PI͒ nanofibers. 9 These NPs formed aggregates for as small as 1 wt % NP in solvent cast films and nanorods of PS-b-PI due to strong NP-NP attrac-tion. On the other hand, for the case of nanofibers we were able to place 20 wt % NPs selectively to the isoprene domain. We speculated that this is an effect of deformation and fast solvent evaporation during the electrospinning process used to fabricate our materials. We believe that the deformation can have beneficial effects on kinetics of particle aggregation. This, combined with fast solvent evaporation that restricts the time scale of the process to an order of 10 −3 s, helps to freeze the morphology in a state of dispersion. Although, such a state of dispersion is the desired one, it is believed to be a metastable state given the interaction potentials within the system.
In the current study, we investigate the effect of shear flow in controlling the kinetics of the aggregation process of NPs that have strong interparticle interaction using coarse grained MD. We would refer to these particles as "selfattracting." We aim to understand what role shear plays in delaying the aggregation of self-attracting NPs. This study will be beneficial in designing processes for fabrication of nanocomposites with well dispersed unmodified NPs, while retaining the inherent properties of the fillers. With this work, we hope to outline different conditions where shear would be most beneficial. For this purpose, we study the effects of polymer matrix chain length, NP-NP attraction strength and shear rate on NP dispersion and discuss the mechanisms responsible for such effects. In addition, to zero in on the findings of this work, we have addressed the diffusion of NPs in polymer melts under shear flow.
Brochard-Wyart and de Gennes studied the viscosity at small length scales in entangled polymer melts. 10 They reported that the friction experienced by small colloidal particles with diameters smaller than the polymer tube diameter is much lower than the bulk polymer viscosity. [10] [11] [12] The local friction depends only on the layers of monomers that rub against the particle surface, making it proportional to the particle area and independent of the molecular weight of the chains or the bulk viscosity. Such a drop in local viscosity would cause increased diffusion coefficients compared to those predicted by Stokes-Einstein relation. Given the size of NPs used in this study, we expect a similar reduction in local viscosity. Somoza et al. 13 conducted experiments to study the diffusion of small molecules in polymers and found that diffusivity of small particles is much higher as they sense a "nanoviscosity" which is much smaller than the bulk viscosity. Tuteja et al.
14 recently studied the diffusion of cadmium selenide ͑CdSe͒ NPs in a polymeric liquid under quiescent conditions and found that the NP diffusion is much higher than the prediction from Stokes-Einstein relation due to a decrease in the local friction. Similar results have also been predicted by Ganesan et al. 15 However, to the best of our knowledge, most previous works on diffusion of nanoparticles have been conducted under quiescent conditions. Therefore, to understand the effect of shear on flow of NPs, we study their diffusion as a function of shear rate and how the local friction-effect changes with increasing shear flow.
A proper experimental characterization of polymer nanocomposite systems under shear flow is rather complicated as the physically relevant length scales range from macroscopic down to molecular dimensions. Molecular dynamics is a powerful tool that can provide insight into basic scientific phenomena at different length and time scales. Furthermore, it offers direct access to particle coordinates and helps to quantify the state of dispersion, unlike experimental techniques where quantification at such levels is a major challenge.
Although shear flow, studied in this work, does not represent dominant elongational deformation, it serves as a first step toward understanding our results on electrospun nanocomposite nanofibers. 16 Furthermore, this work will open pathways to utilize shear as a dispersion strategy for selfattracting NPs and optimize processing technologies. In addition, shear being an industrially important process, this study will help to understand how nanocomposites with selfattracting NPs behave under standard industrial processing conditions and will help to integrate optimized conditions into existing processes. With this work, we hope to provide a step toward development of generalized principles for dispersion of arbitrary particles differing in chemical nature, size, and shape.
In Sec. II we describe the manner in which we modeled the polymer melt and the NPs. We show the pairwise potentials for all species, and we provide details on the computational method employed. In Sec. III, we present simulation results on the polymer nanocomposites with self-attracting NPs under shear flow. In particular, we probe the effect of polymer matrix chain length and shear rate on NP state of dispersion and aggregation kinetics, and quantify our results using system properties such as NP pair correlation function and nonbonded potential energy. Finally, we suggest mechanisms responsible for our findings via studies such as effect of shear on NP diffusion.
II. MODEL AND METHODS

A. Potentials
The polymer chains in the current study are modeled as fully flexible bead-spring chains where the monomers are never allowed to overlap. The excluded volume interactions between different monomer beads are accounted for by the purely repulsive, cut, and shifted, Lennard-Jones ͑LJ͒ potential which is often referred to as the Weeks-ChandlerAnderson ͑WCA͒ potential,
where r is the separation distance between beads, and and are the LJ parameters, taken to be unity for the sake of simplicity. Within a polymer, the neighboring monomers are connected by a finitely extensible nonlinear elastic ͑FENE͒ potential,
where we set the spring constant, k, to 30, and the maximum extensibility, R max , to 1.5 as described by Kremer and Grest. 19 NPs are modeled as spherical beads with = 1.7 MD units. The interaction between NP and monomer is also modeled using fully repulsive WCA potential ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ with adjusted according to NP and monomer size. For NP-NP interaction, we use a slightly modified LJ potential cut and shifted at r = 2.5 ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒ to include a repulsive core for excluded volume and an attractive tail to model self-attracting NPs. The NP-NP attraction is adjusted using the k value in Eq. ͑2͒. For k = 1, the equation generates the conventional LJ attractive potential and for k = 0, we obtain a purely repulsive WCA potential,
where, ecut is the value by which u ATT ͓k͔ needs to be shifted to make the potential continuous at r =2 1/6 . NP-polymer and polymer-polymer interaction is kept fixed for this work using Eq. ͑1͒. For NP-NP interaction, we use k = 0, 0.5, or 0.8 in Eq. ͑3͒.
Our current simulation model neglects the effect of NP rotational dynamics on the rheological behavior of our systems. Note that although such rotational effects are irrelevant for thermodynamic behavior, they are important for flow behavior. It is expected, however, that such effects will become more significant the higher the concentration of NPs in the system and the higher the shear rate. We assume that the NP surface functionalization is such that rotation modes tend to be suppressed and that for the relatively low NP concentration used in this work ͑10 vol %͒, such rotational effects are small compared to that of the translational modes. This is clearly an approximation but is expected not to greatly affect the qualitative response of our systems under shear flow.
B. Thermostat
We used a thermostat that preserves hydrodynamic interactions, i.e., the dissipative particle dynamics ͑DPD͒ thermostat. DPD is a simulation technique that was originally conceived to model the interaction of mesoscopic units. The interactions between sites are treated as "soft" potentials meaning that the mesoscopic units can overlap. It was demonstrated by Soddemann et al. 19 that DPD thermostat is effective when using "hard" LJ potentials as is being used in this work. For details on the thermostat, we request the reader to refer to our recent paper on MD simulations of block copolymer nanocomposites. 16 
C. Simple shear flow
In our MD code, we implemented shear flow with the SLLOD algorithm using the following equations of motion:
͑4͒ dp i, dt
where r i, , p i, , and m are the position vector, peculiar momentum, and mass of the th particle/bead, respectively. ␥ is the shear rate, and ␦ i is the unit vector in x direction. By this method we can impose a linear velocity profile in the x direction with a constant gradient in the y direction ͑with z as the neutral direction͒. These equations of motion are implemented with compatible Lee-Edwards periodic boundary conditions, 21 wherein two opposing periodic images are incrementally moved in opposite directions consistent with the applied shear rate. Plots of shear viscosity versus shear rate for polymeric fluids have been widely published in the literature, 22 and they clearly demonstrate these fluids exhibit a Newtonian regime at low shear rates and shear thinning at higher shear rates. The pressure ͑total stress͒ tensor can be calculated from simulations using
where r i, and F j, are the position and force of the th particle/bead relative to the th one ͑i.e., r i, = r i, − r i, and
From this, we can determine the shear viscosity by the following relationship,
D. Computational details
The particle volume fraction was fixed at 0.1 for all systems. The site density, , was kept fixed at 0.85 and the temperature, k B T, was kept at 1.0. The velocity verlet algorithm was used to integrate the equations of motion with a time step, ⌬t = 0.01 for lower shear rates and 0.005 for high shear rates. To make the code efficient, we used a cell list algorithm. 23 The system was initialized such that the chains were well equilibrated and particles were well dispersed in the polymer melt as seen from the NP pair correlation func- tion ͑g͑r͒͒. 18, 23 To calculate the diffusion of NPs during shear flow, we calculated the unconvected mean squared displacement of NPs in y and z direction such that
where D NP is the diffusivity of NPs and t is the time. All diffusion coefficients in this work are calculated for a system with k =0 ͓in Eq. ͑3͔͒, i.e., NP-NP interaction is same as NP-polymer. This, we believe is a valid approximation as we monitor time scales and dynamics of different systems before the actual onset of aggregation. So we do not expect any effect of NP-NP attraction on NP diffusion in any system. We discuss this in more detail in Sec. III. NP size used for the current work is 1.7 MD units, which has been shown to have an approximate real diameter of 1.18 nm by Kairn et al. 24 Although quite small, the particles do lie in the NP regime. We vary the polymer chain size from 1 to 400 and shear rate from 0 to 0.15 MD units. To keep NP volume fraction at 0.1, we use two NPs ͑size= 1.7͒ for every 90 monomer beads ͑size= 1.0͒. To quantify the state of dispersion of NPs, we use a fixed peak value of NP pair correlation function as a reference point, which is identified as the onset of aggregation using simulation snapshots. The aim of this project is to devise methods that can help in increasing the time scale of self-attracting NP aggregation beyond the fabrication time scale itself in order to obtain well dispersed systems of self-attracting NPs. Therefore, we concentrate on nanocomposite properties such as NP diffusion mostly at the initial stages before the onset of aggregation and t agg is defined as the time elapsed before the onset of aggregation. The initial condition used in all runs is a well dispersed system. The idea is to be able to use shear flow in solution based material fabrication where the NPs are initially well dispersed ͑either due to stabilization by solvent in case of weakly modified particles or due to techniques such as ultrasonication used for pure NP solution͒ and later start to aggregate as the solvent evaporates. However, in the current study we use a simplified system by using a polymer melt and not taking into account any solvent evaporation. Table I summarizes some of the parameters used in the current study.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned above, this work has been initiated as a step toward understanding the effect of deformation in controlling ͑self-attracting͒ NP location in electrospun nanofibers. 9 In addition to providing a reasonable mechanism responsible for our experimental findings, this work will provide a systematic study on the effect of deformation on polymer nanocomposites and establish the possibility of beneficial use of flow to fabricate well dispersed NP-based systems. Table II gives the overall summary of the simulations performed in this study with the figure numbers where the results are shown. Please refer to the figure captions and text for more details. Figure 2 shows similar snapshots for systems under different shear rates. At t = 1500 MD units, no trace of aggregation is seen for both ␥ = 0.05 and ␥ = 0.1. Slight onset of aggregation is seen for ␥ = 0.05 at t = 3000, while for ␥ = 0.1, NPs are still well dispersed. These results are quantified in Fig. 3 using pair correlation function for different shear rates at different times. A strong second order peak for ␥ =0 ͑at t = 1500͒ shows the formation of NP aggregates. 25 The absence of a second order peak clearly shows that the particles are well dispersed for ␥ = 0.1 even at 
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Flow effect on nanoparticle dispersion J. Chem. Phys. 132, 024901 ͑2010͒ t = 3000, while a small second peak for ␥ = 0.05 at t = 3000 shows the onset of aggregation. These results demonstrate that shear can significantly slow down the aggregation process, and the higher the shear rate, the slower the aggregation is. We note that under shear flow the pair correlation function peaks always grow with time and stabilize once all particles cluster into a single aggregate. This shows that no shear induced rupture or breakage of particle clusters takes place. This effect, we believe, is a strong function of NP-NP attraction and shear rate. For the interparticle attraction ͑rela-tive to shear rate͒ used in this work, adhesive forces between any two particles overpower the shear forces, resisting any breakage of clusters. The shear effect, in such a system, is the most prominent in the initial stages of the aggregation process where the NPs are relatively far away from each other and the process is diffusion limited. Such a system is experimentally very relevant, since the surface energies of most inorganic fillers are many orders of magnitude higher than polymer surface energies, making the interparticle attractions very strong and resistant to any breakage once clusters start to form. Similar studies were conducted for stronger NP-NP attraction ͑k = 0.8͒. Figure 4 shows the pair correlation function for different shear rates at various times for k = 0.8. The matrix chain length is kept fixed at N = 10. For ␥ = 0.1, the shear effect is not as drastic as for the k = 0.5 system due to stronger NP-NP attraction. A significant shear induced dispersion of particles can be achieved for ␥ = 0.15. The results can be further quantified by tracking the interaction energy between NPs. As we see in Fig. 4͑b͒ , the nonbonded potential energy between NP pairs decrease with time as NPs start to minimize the distance between them. The potential energy curve of NPs also presents the energetic reason favoring NP aggregation and shows that shear changes the kinetics of this energetically favorable process. Since the simulations are run at a constant temperature, the drop in potential energy is an effect of clustering only.
We speculate two main effects of shear, first being deformation leading to increase in instantaneous interparticle distance and second being the effect of shear on NP diffusion coefficients. One or both of these effects would play a role depending on the time scale of shear versus the time scale of NP diffusion in a particular system.
The first effect can be viewed as being analogous to shear induced breakdown observed during processing of filled rubbers, except here this rupture is taking place when particles are still not part of any cluster. For the particular parameters in this work, as we mentioned above, a real rupture is not seen once a cluster is formed. This rupturelike effect of shear is anticipated as positive in all conditions leading to slower aggregation. This effect is expected to increase with increasing shear rate and be independent of the matrix chain length. However, for the second effect, a detailed study would be very interesting and beneficial. To understand the effect of shear on NP diffusion, we first plotted mean squared displacement of NPs in a polymer matrix with N = 10 for shear rate= 0 to 0.15 in Fig. 5͑a͒ . Figure 5͑b͒ shows the calculated diffusion coefficient values for NPs as function of shear rate using the slope of the curves from Fig.  5͑a͒ and Eq. ͑8͒. We find that the diffusivity increases with shear rate. Diffusion constants in liquids have been shown to significantly increase under shear flow. [26] [27] [28] This effect has also been seen for systems of particles suspended in liquids both using experiments [29] [30] [31] and simulations. 32, 33 Malandro et al. 34 conducted nonequilibrium MD simulations to study the self-diffusion of liquids. They showed that local minima of potential energy disappears under shear strains, leading to mechanical instabilities forcing the system toward alternate local minima causing a shear induced enhancement in diffusion. Due to the small size of the NPs, 13 their diffusion can be compared to that of liquids and an enhancement of diffusion under shear for our system is reasonable. In the current study, we focus on the interplay between matrix chain length and shear rate in the NP diffusion. This is particularly important as most industrially relevant polymers have extremely high degree of polymerization and are way beyond the entanglement length ͑for bead spring model the entanglement FIG. 5 . Diffusion measurements for system with N = 10 and k =0. ͑a͒ Unconvected NP mean squared displacement vs time for different shear rates. ͑b͒ Diffusion calculated using Eq. ͑8͒ as a function of shear rate. length is N ϳ 35͒. 18 Once we conclusively establish the effect of shear on NP diffusion in various matrix chain lengths, the implication of enhanced NP diffusion on aggregation kinetics is investigated. To understand the effect of various parameters on kinetics of NP aggregation, we study the diffusion of NPs in polymer matrices with N varying from 1 to 400.
We would again like to point out here that diffusion coefficients in this work ͑as shown below͒ are calculated for a system with k =0 ͓in Eq. ͑3͔͒, i.e., NP-NP interaction is same as NP-polymer. This, we believe, is a valid approximation as we monitor time scales and dynamics of different systems before the actual onset of aggregation. In addition, for all systems, the time taken by NPs to even start aggregating is much larger than the diffusion time scales; therefore, we assume that at time scales relevant to diffusion, the NPs do not feel attracted to each other. Figure 6͑a͒ shows a mean squared displacement of NPs in various matrices for ␥ = 0. As shown in the Figure, 
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Flow effect on nanoparticle dispersion J. Chem. Phys. 132, 024901 ͑2010͒ all curves collapse on the same line, in spite of significant increase in the bulk polymer viscosity. Previous theoretical and experimental works [10] [11] [12] 14 have reported that for particles smaller than the polymer "tube diameter," the local friction is dependent only on a layer of monomers rubbing next to the particle surface, and is therefore proportional to the NP area and is independent of the full chain length. A remarkable prediction of this theory is that the diffusion rate of such a small particle will be independent of the polymer chain length or bulk viscosity. Based on previous work, we believe that the diffusion of NPs in a polymer melt should become constant beyond a certain chain length N = N crit ͑such that the area spanned by a NP of diameter d = cross-sectional area of the polymer chain with N = N crit ͑ӍR gyr ͒ 2 ͒. This explains the constant diffusion rate for higher N values after an initial drop in diffusivity with chain size. We plotted the diffusivity of NPs with different diameters for N =60͑ϾN crit ͒ at ␥ = 0 and found that diffusivity is inversely proportional to the NP area ͑ϳd 2 ͒ as expected ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒. Next, we studied the effect of chain size on NP diffusion under shear flow. Figures 6͑c͒ and 6͑d͒ show the mean squared displacement for NPs with diameter= 1.7 at ␥ = 0.05 and 0.1, respectively, for different N. The diffusion monotonically decreases with increasing N up to N = 100 and becomes constant beyond that for ␥ = 0.05, while for ␥ = 0.1, diffusion monotonically decreases for the entire range of N studied. The result in Figs. 6͑a͒, 6͑c͒, and 6͑d͒ is summarized in Fig. 7 by plotting diffusivity as a function of N for different shear rates. From the results of Fig. 7 , it appears that diffusion rate versus N under shear flow follows the same trend as for quiescent system, except N crit shifts to a larger value, indicating that the area spanned by the NPs is a lot larger under shear flow than under quiescent conditions. Therefore, for example, for the case of ␥ = 0.05, the total matrix or bulk viscosity due to long chained polymers makes a significant contribution to the NP diffusion rate up to N crit = 100.
For a closer look at the effect of shear on NP diffusion rates, we revisited the study we did in Fig. 5 , except this time it is for N = 150͑N ӷ N crit ͒. Figures 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒ show the NP diffusivity measurements in a polymer melt with N = 150 for a range of ␥ = 0 -0.15. The diffusivity initially decreases up to ␥ = 0.05 and then starts to increase. From the results of Figs. 5, 7, and 8, we speculate that there are two main factors that play a role in defining NP diffusivity in polymer melts under shear flow; first is shear enhanced diffusion as we saw in Fig. 5 and second is the effect of local matrix viscosity, which increases with shear rate as the area spanned by the NPs increases, and therefore, this effect works to reduce the diffusion rate as a function of shear. The latter effect can be seen only for large chain polymers. Figure 6 shows that for N = 150, the second force is dominant for lower shear rates, while for higher shear rates, the first effect takes over. In Fig.  8͑c͒ , we plot the diffusion versus shear rate for different matrix chain lengths. Again we find that for short chains the diffusion monotonically increases with shear rate due to shear enhanced diffusion, while for longer chains we see an initial decrease in diffusion due to the increase in matrix viscosity, followed by shear enhanced diffusion.
Finally, to zero in on the effect of diffusion and deformation during shear flow on the kinetics of NP aggregation, we do a time scale analysis as a function of both chain length and shear rate for a fixed NP-NP attractive potential ͑k = 0.5͒. We define three time scales in this study, t diff , t shear , and t agg . t diff is the time scale of diffusion and is ϳR 2 / D NP , where R and D NP are the radius and diffusivity of NPs. t shear   FIG. 8 . ͑a͒ Unconvected NP mean squared displacement for a polymer nanocomposites system with N = 150 and k = 0 at different shear rates as a function of time. ͑b͒ Diffusion coefficient calculated using slope of part ͑a͒ using Eq. ͑8͒ as a function of shear rate. ͑c͒ Diffusion coefficient vs shear rate for different matrix chain lengths.
is the time scale of deformation and is ϳ1 / ␥ . t agg is the time elapsed before the onset of aggregation for a system with k = 0.5. This is determined using a reference value of the pair correlation function ͑fixed using snapshots of various nanocomposite systems͒. We find that for the systems studied in this work, t agg is at least 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than t diff or t shear . Hence, at the time scales where diffusion and shear deformation play a role, system does not see any effect of NP-NP attraction, thereby behaving like a homogeneous system with equal interaction between different components. This leads us to the assumption that for the time period before any real clusters are seen, the main forces responsible for the state of the system or for t agg are solely diffusion and shear deformation. Based on this assumption, we predict the aggregation rates of various systems taking into account the time scales of NP diffusion and deformation only and compare these predicted values to the actual relative aggregation rates calculated using t agg . Again, what we mean by aggregation rate here is the rate at which the onset of aggregation takes place.
In Fig. 9͑a͒ , we plot the t diff and t shear as a function of shear rate for N = 10. For N = 10, at low shear rates t diff Ͻ t shear . Both t diff and t shear decrease with shear rate as expected; however, t shear decreases at a much faster rate and for ␥ Ͼ 0.03, t shear Ͻ t diff . As we mentioned above, at the time scales of diffusion and shear, the system appears to be homogeneous with no effect of NP-NP attractions. Therefore, we expect diffusion to be a homogenizing force, helping the particles to eliminate any concentration differences and disperse uniformly. For a similar reason, shear/deformation is expected to be a rupture-like positive force and homogenize the system at time scales dependent on the shear rate. However, it still needs to be established which force ͑diffusion or shear͒ plays a dominant role in different scenarios. For this we define, another time scale= t homogenizing defined as the dominant force responsible for homogenizing the system. As seen from Fig. 9͑a͒ ͑left͒, t homogenizing can be taken= t diff , for ␥ Ͻ 0.03, while for ␥ Ͼ 0.03, t homogenizing = t shear . Due to the homogenizing character of both these forces, we expect the time scale of aggregation to be proportional to 1 / t homogenizing and the aggregation rate to be proportional to t homogenizing . In Fig. 9͑a͒ ͑right͒, we plot the nondimensional "predicted" aggregation rate as t homogenizing ͑␥ ͒ / t homogenizing ͑␥ =0͒, where t homogenizing ͑␥ =0͒ is the normalizing factor. On the same curve, we also plot the nondimensional "calculated" aggre- gation rate. This value is obtained from t agg at different shear rates, normalized using t agg at ␥ = 0. Here, the nondimensional "calculated" aggregation rate is computed as t agg ͑␥ =0͒ / t agg ͑␥ ͒ since the aggregation rate is inversely proportional to the time elapsed. We use the term "calculated" as t agg is obtained from the actual simulation snapshots. As seen in Fig. 9͑a͒ ͑right͒, curves of both aggregation rates qualitatively follow a similar trend. However, there are deviations in aggregation rate values, particularly at smaller shear rates.
This result suggests that at lower shear rates, where t agg is relatively smaller, the difference between t agg and t diff / t shear reduces. In such a scenario, the assumption that NP-NP attraction does not play a role might be an oversimplification. Figure 9͑b͒ shows a similar time scale analysis for N = 150. Here we find that t shear is the homogenizing force for the entire range of shear rates studied and we again see that "predicted" and "calculated" aggregation rates follow the same trend. Figure 10 shows the time scale analysis as a FIG. 10 . Time scale analysis of various forces and events during aggregation of NPs under shear flow as a function of matrix chain length ͑a͒ ␥ = 0.02, ͑b͒ ␥ = 0.05, and ͑c͒ ␥ = 0.1. In all figure parts, the left curve shows the time scales of shear/deformation and diffusion and the right curve shows the "predicted" and "calculated" normalized nondimensional aggregation rates of NPs. Please see text for explanation of various terms.
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Kalra, Escobedo, and Joo J. Chem. Phys. 132, 024901 ͑2010͒ function of chain length N at three different shear rates ͑␥ = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1͒. Here, t shear remains constant with chain length, while t diff follows the trend, as already seen in Fig. 7 . We note that the dimensionless aggregation rate for ␥ = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1 remains almost constant as the chain length N increases and the constant value of dimensionless aggregation rate decreases with increasing shear rate, indicating that shear delays aggregation kinetics at the initial stage. Again, we see qualitatively similar trends for "predicted" and "calculated" aggregation rates. Deviations in quantitative comparisons again indicate the importance of including the effect of NP-NP attraction in the time scale analysis.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have conducted a study on how shear flow affects the dispersion state of a polymer nanocomposite system, in which NP-NP attraction exceeds NP-polymer interaction. For the systems studied, the final state is always an aggregated particle cluster as it minimizes the energy of the system. However, as seen in this work, shear flow can greatly alter the kinetics of NP aggregation and can increase the time scale of aggregation by up to two orders of magnitude. We find that the effect of shear is two-fold: first is effect of shear on NP diffusion coefficient and second is the rupture-like deformation caused due to the shear. To zero in on these two mechanisms, we varied different parameters such as shear rate and polymer chain length. We find that effect of shear flow on NP diffusion is a strong function of polymer chain length and therefore can affect the aggregation time scale. A time scale analysis was done, comparing the time scales of different mechanisms responsible for aggregation/ homogenization. This study provides a first step toward understanding how shear flow can be used to an advantage to obtain well dispersed states even in cases where NP-NP attractions are strong. A more detailed study is needed answering questions, such as the following; ͑1͒ how does NP diffusion vary with changing NP-NP attraction potential?, ͑2͒ can faster diffusion lead to faster aggregation in certain scenarios?, ͑3͒ can shear cause the particles to remain dispersed even at steady state in a certain scenario?, ͑4͒ in what cases, does shear lead to faster aggregation?.
Further studies, particularly on effect of changing NP-NP attraction and NP volume fraction ͑or NP-NP distance͒, are underway.
